Abstract. This paper proposes a framework for mining market basket data to generate Nutritional Patterns (NPs) and a method for analysing generated nutritional patterns using Fuzzy Association Rule Mining. Edible attributes are filtered from transactional input data by projections and are then converted to Required Daily Allowance (RDA) numeric values. The RDA database is then converted to a fuzzy database that contains expended normalized fuzzy attributes comprising of different fuzzy sets. Analysis of nutritional information is performed either from normal generated association rules or from a converted fuzzy transactional database. Our approach uses prototype support tool that extract Nutritional Patterns (NPs) and signifies the level of nutritional content in an association rule per item. The paper presents various performance tests and interestingness measures to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach and concludes with experimental results and discussion on evaluating the proposed framework.
INTRODUCTION
Association Rule Mining (ARM) [2] is a popular data mining technique that has been used to determine customer buying patterns from market basket data. General association rules are of the form XàY, which means customers who buy X also buy Y. The discovered rules indicate patterns of associating items. Such rules can be helpful in shelf arrangements, advertisement, sales promotion etc. However, nowadays health concerns are becoming increasingly important to a large community of people including health practitioners, sporting organizations, governments and recently supermarkets. In data mining, association rules have been used to determine buying patterns (to the shop owner's benefit) but not nutritional pattern in general (to the customers health benefit). People have recently become "healthy eating" conscious, but largely they are unaware of qualities, limitations and above all, constituents of food. For example, how often do people who buy baked beans bother with nutritional information other than looking at expiry dates, price and brand name? Unless the customer is diet conscious, there is no explicit way to determine nutritional requirements and consumption patterns. There are many dietary schemes and programmes that individuals follow that helps them determine how healthy they are but do not critically analyse nutritional elements that may affect their health. It is known that certain nutritional chemical elements when taken in large quantities do alter genetic material of a person, but also other elements are known to be more important for health than others. Nowadays, nutritional information is usually labeled on supermarket products but is not used to determine actual nutritional patterns of every given customer transaction. This information would be useful for individual customers own health evaluation, supermarkets own reports on likely healthy buying patterns and many health related organizations including government health ministries. As modern society is concerned with health issues, association rules can be used to determine nutritional patterns by analysing product nutritional information, using market basket data. The approach signifies the level of nutritional content in an association rule per item. Most algorithms in the literature have concentrated on improving performance through efficient implementations of the modified Apriori algorithm [3, 4, 13, 14] . Although improving performance and efficiency of various ARM algorithms is important, determining Nutritional Patterns (NPs) from customer transactions and association rules is also important. Extracting health related information using association rules from market basket data has mostly been overlooked.
In this paper we propose a fuzzy based approach for extracting nutritional patterns using fuzzy association rule mining, where a transactional database is converted into a database that contains the average RDA of nutrient values per item. This database is then converted into a fuzzy database with fuzzy attributes, according to the nutrients intake. The fuzzy database contains the actual contribution of nutrients per transaction or fuzzy membership degrees in fuzzy sets for each particular item (e.g. values 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 0.0 for fuzzy attributes very low, low, ideal, high and very high respectively) as shown in the figure 1. We show the effectiveness of this new method by applying it on different datasets. Our contributions are that edible attributes in market basket data are used with an RDA table, a fuzzy normalization process and correlation analysis produce effective rules and records good performance.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents background and related work; section 3 gives a problem definition; section 4 discusses the proposed methodology; section 5 reviews experimental results, and section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Many applications of association rule mining have been proposed in medical domain [9, 10, 15, 16] but most of the researches in the literature have concentrated on improving performance through efficient implementation than producing effective rules [3, 4, 13, 14] . Again, in almost all ARM algorithms, thresholds (both confidence and support) are crisp values. This support specification may not suffice for queries and rule representations that require generating rules that have linguistic terms such as "low/Ideal/High for protein intake" etc. Fuzzy approaches [5, 6, 9, 11, 12] deal with quantitative attributes [7] by mapping numeric values to Boolean values. Detailed overviews for fuzzy association rules are given in [5, 6, 8] . Effective and efficient fuzzy algorithms supporting the mining process, i.e. the extraction of interesting associations from a database, have received less attention in the fuzzy community. This might be explained to some extent by the fact that, for fuzzy extensions of association analysis, standard algorithms can often be used or at least adapted in a relatively straightforward way. Still, some contributions have been made in this field. For instance, [17] describe the process of fuzzy association rules to obtain healthy buying patterns using binary Apriori algorithm. Mining nutrient associations among itemsets is a new type of ARM technique which attempts to investigate Nutritional Patterns (NPs) by analysing nutrition consumption patterns. In [9] , fuzzy associations are presented, where a reduced table is used to effectively minimise the complexity of mining such rules. The authors also present mining for nutrients in the antecedent part of the rule, but it is not clear how the fuzzy nutrient values are aggregated and largely, how membership functions are used. Our algorithm's ultimate goal is to determine customers' buying patterns for healthy foods, which can easily be evaluated using RDA standard tables. Other related work deals with building a classifier using fuzzy ARs in biomedical applications [18] .
Fuzzy association rules have been used for medical data mining [9, 15, 16] , but we propose a novel approach to determine whether customers are buying healthy food, which can easily be evaluated using required daily allowance (RDA) standard tables.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section a sequence of formal definitions is presented to: (i) describe the concept of fuzzy association rule mining and (ii) the fuzzy approach adopted by the authors. The normalization process for Fuzzy Transactions ) (T ¢ and rules interestingness measures will also be discussed later in this section.
Fuzzy Association Rules
Mining fuzzy association rules is the discovery of association rules using fuzzy sets such that quantitative attributes can be handled [8] . A fuzzy quantitative rule represents each item as (item, value) pair. Fuzzy association rules are thus expressed in the following form: 
contain the fuzzy sets associated with the corresponding attributes in X and Y, for example (protein, low), (protein, ideal), (protein, high). The semantics of the rule is that when 'X is A' is satisfied, we can imply that 'Y is B' is also satisfied, which means there are sufficient records that contribute their votes to the attribute fuzzy set pairs and the sum of these votes is greater than the user specified threshold which could be crisp or fuzzy. 
(edible items), a normalization process to find significance of an items contribution to the degree of support of a transaction in order to guarantee a partition of unity is given by the equation (1):
Without normalisation, support of an individual fuzzy item could increase in a transaction. The normalisation process ensures fuzzy membership values for each nutrient are consistent and are not affected by boundary values.
Fuzzy Support and Confidence
The problem of mining fuzzy association rules is given following a similar formulation in [15] . To generate Fuzzy Support (FS) value of an item set X with fuzzy set A, we use the equation (2):
A quantitative rule represents each item as <item, value> pair. In the above equation we have used arithmetic mean averaging operator for fuzzy nutrients aggregation of candidate itemsets in a transactional database and used multiplication " mul " operator for fuzzy union of candidate items in a transaction. min or max operators can also be used but mul provides us the simplest and reasonable results as shown in table 3. In case when the fuzzy transactions are not normalized mul is more suitable because it takes the degrees of all items in a transaction into account. 
is given by equation (3):
where each figure 1 . There are many different types of membership function and the type of representation of the membership function depends on the nature of the fuzzy set. In figure 2 the functions assume a trapezoidal shape since nutrient values in excess or in deficiency mean less than ideal intake according to expert knowledge. Ideal nutrients can assume value 1 naturally, but this value could be evaluated computationally to 0.8, 0.9 in practical terms. 
Interestingness Measures
Measures of interestingness other than standard support and confidence are required in order to evaluate the quality of fuzzy association rules. The quality measure for a rule to be interesting is called certainty factor [15] . A rule can be considered interesting if the fuzzy set union of antecedent and the consequent has enough significance and the rule has adequate certainty. A measure of significance for a rule is similar to equation (3) 
where E is the expected value of the variables and cov is covariance. We can transform the above correlation equation to find the certainty factor between two or more fuzzy attributes and can calculate fuzzy correlation as:
The value of correlation ranges from 1 to +1. Value 1 means no correlation and +1 means maximum correlation. In our problem, only positive values can be considered as the degree of relation. As the certainty value increases from 0 to 1, the more related the attributes are and consequently the more interesting they are. Therefore if the rule "IF Protein is low THEN Vitamin A is high" holds, then the certainty value should be at least greater than zero. This could mean customers prefer to buy more vitamin related items to protein ones and the HBP value is simply the certainty value obtained (see section 6.1
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology consists of various phases, each of which is evaluated using fuzzy sets for quantitative attributes (Nutrients) as mentioned earlier. We have developed an algorithm called Fuzzy Healthy Association Rule Mining algorithm (FHARM). FHARM can deal with other kinds of transactional and relational databases to generate fuzzy association rules using quantitative attributes. We have discovered two techniques to obtain Nutritional Patterns as described in the next sections.
Nutritional Fuzzy ARM Mining
To mine from the transactional file (table 6) , input data is projected into edible database onthefly thereby reducing the number of items in the transactions and possibly transactions too. The latter occurs because some transactions may contain non edible items which are not needed for nutrition evaluation. This new input data is converted into an RDA transaction file ( table 8 , which represents its complete membership in that interval. The discretised boolean data can be mined by any binary type association rule algorithm to find frequent item sets and hence association rules. This approach only gives us, for instance, the total support of various fuzzy sets per nutrient and not the degree of support as expressed in equations 2 and 4.
The other approach (which we have adopted) is to convert RDA transactions (table 7) to linguistic values for each nutrient and corresponding degrees of membership for the fuzzy sets they represent above or equal to a fuzzy support threshold. Each transaction then (table 9) , will have repeated fuzzy values {very low, low, ideal, high, very high} for each nutrient present in every item of that transaction. Table 9 actually shows only two nutrients. A data structure is then used to store these values (linguistic value and degree of membership) and large itemsets are found based on the fuzzy support threshold. To obtain the degree of fuzzy support, we use equations 2 and 4 on each fuzzy set for each nutrient and then obtain ARs (Nutritional Patterns) in the normal way e.g.
IF Protein intake is High AND Vitamin A intake is Low THEN Fat intake is High.
Rule Query on Nutrient Associations
To mine a specific rule, XàY, for nutritional content, the rule base (table 10) is scanned first for  this rule and if found, converted into an RDA table  (table 11) otherwise, the transactional database is mined for this specific rule. The latter involves projecting the database with attributes in the query, thus reducing the number of attributes in the transactions, and mining as described in 4.1.
In the former case, NPS are generated and the rule is stored in the new rule base with appropriate support, for example [proteins, ideal] 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to show the defined frameworks effectiveness, we performed experiments using the prototype tool (figure 3) using T10I4D100K dataset containing simulated market basket data [generated by the IBM Almaden Quest research group] [1] . The data contains 100K transactions and 1000 items. We considered 600 edible items out of the 1000 and used a real nutritional standard RDA table to derive fuzzy sets. Nutritional Patterns are then generated from T10I4D100K dataset using methodology as described in section 4. 
Experiment One
Experiment for method mentioned in 4.1 shows how our approach produces NPs in terms of interesting rules. We use all the 27 nutrients with T10I4D100K dataset. Figure 4 shows difference between number of frequent items produced by fuzzy method (with and without normalisation) and discrete method (discretised boolean data). 
Figure 4: Number of Interesting Rules using fuzzy correlation
From the results, it is clear that the approach with boolean data produces more and irrelevant rules than the fuzzy approach. This is because using discrete method we cannot get the actual membership degree of nutrients intake for different intervals in each transaction thus considering full membership in any of the interval. Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the number of interesting rules using user specified fuzzy confidence and fuzzy correlation values respectively. Correlation has not been applied to quantitative ARM algorithm due to the boolean data and so only Fuzzy approaches (with and without normalisation) have been shown in figure 6. Figure 6 presents less and more interesting rules than figure 5 because it uses the correlation value for evaluation of interestingness between the antecedent and the consequent of a rule. The experiments show that normalization before applying correlation yields significantly less rules. In addition, the novelty of the approach is in being able to analyse nutritional content of itemsets or rules. Some interesting rules produced by our approach are as follows: Depending on expert analysis, these rules are useful in analysing customer buying behaviour concerning their nutrition.
Experiment Two
We also implemented the algorithms for analysing rule queries and calculating fuzzy support and fuzzy confidence for methodology describes in section 4.2. For missing nutrient values or so called "trace" elements, the fuzzy function evaluated zero degree membership. We run classical ARM AprioriTFP algorithm on the data to produce a rule base. Some of the rule queries are as follows:
The rule is evaluated accordingly (see 4. It is surprising to see that for most rules (at least these shown here), calcium purchases from calcium rich products like milk and cheese are very low. Contrary, Biotin (Vitamin H, rules 1 and 2) deficiency that causes cholesterol, loss of appetite, hair loss etc is very high possibly because it is found in egg yolks and milk (dry skimmed). These inferences could be useful in real data applications.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel framework for extracting nutritional patterns (NPs) from customer transactions. Projections are made on input data into edible attributes to find fuzzy association rules using nutrients actual membership degrees. Standard health information for each nutrient is provided as fuzzy RDA data. Fuzzy support and confidence as well as correlation are used as interestingness measures. A user can extract interesting HBP (Healthy Buying Patterns) rules from the transactions or from a given rule in the rule base.
In future, we intend to evaluate our approach on real and larger customer data. The determination of our presented approach for nutrient analysis is also important and viable future work, which should involve expert knowledge in evaluating the real value of nutritional patterns in health terms. Defuzzification of rules will bring new insights to the real healthy trends described in the paper. Similarly, noncoded food items (those without nutritional information) like fruits, vegetable in general etc need to be fuzzified in some other way and evaluated as shown.
Overall, the approach presented here is effective, efficient and could be very useful for both the customer and health organizations.
